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moved dramatically and caressingly to
The highly rated Knights come to
give birth to a new sound at Sewanee,
the Mountain from Auburn, Ala., and
Students and faculty members passing
should give "the Sewanee Gentleman"
outside the unpretentious and dimly
,-md his date some first-rate dancing
The formal will be held in lighted building heard the sound as if
music.
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Gailor from 9:00 to 1:00.

through the cold brilliance of a

Sunday night in January, and almost
"Papa" John Gordy and his Dixiewithout exception left what they were
return endoing to investigate what they heard.
gagement to Sewanee from Nashville.
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th the Commission on Preparation
r Professional and Graduate Study.
tills:
Although by common written consent everybody agrees that n goad liberal arts
ducntlon is tho best foundation for
my enreer, It seems that the nctual
admissions offices of most professional
schools nrc not npplylng tho standards to which they pay Up service.

Medical schools, for instance, stress In
their catalogues that they wont candidates from liberal arts schools, and
Ibiit
they recommend broad background training and do not require tho
candidate's major to hove been chemistry or biology, Yet it ih the impression of college deans that preference is
definitely being given to Students who
have majored In those fields. Tho
purpose of the joint meeting, then, was
to discuss methods of promoting better agreement between catalogue Introductions and

admissions selections,
of the discussion amounted to
confirmation of the problem.
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NEW INDOOR

By MICKEY MATKIN
"We're not expecting any more wa- produce enough, however, since tho
shortage this year," reports Vice- water cannot run through the rocks
chancellor McCrady. "Right now we freely enough to supply the pumps.
are closer to a complete solution to
The real crisis come after World War
the problem than ever before in the II, when Sewanee expanded from 300
University's history."
lo 500 students.
With the advent of
It
seems that the only foreseeable more students, buildings, and curs
difficulty might arise from the added demand for water doubled. Dr. G
demands upon the water supply by ry, then the V-C, found that r
the laying of one more slab of con- wells wouldn't suffice. So he dug the
crete on the new gym and the doub- renowned "Gucrry's tank", directly on
ling of the use of the sandstone saw top of a layer of conglomerate rock,
and the water that drained in promptboth the gym and the Chapel at the ly seeped back into the ground.

th-
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the sound in the crowded smoke-filled
The request
on that Saturday.
room. All were swept within a fc
has not yet been presented, however.
moments from the barren land outsidi
It all started, it seems, when Sewaand moved only
the throb- nee was built on a Mountain. Not that
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Commission on Liberal Education. At

was one Tech

long to be remembered. Outlined dully
announced this week that John Gordy's
beneath the glaring lightbulbs overDixieland band will highlight the Midhead and with a backdrop of shadows
winter festivities and that the Auburn
surging rhythmically on the edges of
Knights will furnish music for the
smoke-filled
darkness,
four
figures

liberal

which ore porta oi
universities, both public
and

also

private.

tion,

For Midwinters

small

eparate,
nit

Herman band, while Andy
"Bags" Carmichael was on the bass.
Leading the way with his golden touch
and amazing capacity for improvisaTupper Saussy held the audience
spellbound as he engaged in repeated
interplay with the drums and sax.

forty-third annual meeting of
Association of American Colleges
hold January 8-to, Dr. and Mrs.

Issoclation Includes not only all of the

Woody

Knights
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JoCrady representing Sewanee.

this Mountain has probably ever
keeps the feet too busy following the
rhythm to do a great deal else. In heard. The tenor sax was managed by
Ed Leamon, who has appeared in the
fact, one is tempted to use the same
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undertaken by Arthur Chitty,+

concerts,

the
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Series No. 1,207

TwoGraduate
At Mid-Term

gave

its

Report*
Liberal

Educa-

regular report us the spec-

program on Wednesday morning,
subject being "The Intellectual

Life of the College President." President Emeritus Herman Leo Donovan,
University of Kentucky, and ViccChanceltor Edward McCrady were the

two speakers, Dr, Donovan spoke on
the changing concepts of the office of

sponge.
that made
heard
college president, giving an account of
Sunday night in the music build, consequently holds
Two second semester seniors, Wal- what has been expected of college
ing immensely different.
Here there water. The presence of this rock, in- lace Bryant Smith, DTD, and Byron
presidents in the past as compared with
Sunday, January 20
cidentally, was a deciding factor in Edward Crowley, KA, wilt complete
their obligations now.
It Is clear that
8 a.m. Holy Communion.
threads of songs in the minds of the building the University where it now work toward their degrees at the end
in our times everything is expected of
stands instead of on top of Lookout of this semester.
11 a.m. Morning Prayer and Ser- musicians.
In short, it was mus
the president except scholarship, and
Mountain.
The springs that flow in
Smith, a veteran from West Spring
ing made that had never been
(Continued on page 4)
4-6 p.m. Phi Delta Theta Pledge Tea. like this before. The difference
the vicinity have their source in the field, Mass., will receive a BA degrei
drainage from the bottom of the rock. in Business and Economics. He is l<
Monday. January 21
tested itself in the thrill of
During the early years, when Sewa- be employed by the Liberty Mutual
SMA's Second Semester begins.
felt by all in the room as they realized
Examinations begin for College and the spontaniety of the music was cre- nee was somewhat smaller, the resi- Insurance Company at Boston, Mass.
Crowley is also a veteran and wil
Seminary.
ation in itself. When the session finally dents and students depended entirely
He
ended, after almost four hours of non- upon these springs. As Sewanee grew receive a BA degree in English
Tuesday, January 22
Dr. Glen Levin Swiggett, o member
it
became necessary to drill wells to plans some work in the field of busi
8 p.m. Music Group of Sewanee Wo- stop playing, those who had been presung
ness
administration.
Crowley lives it of the University faculty in the 1910's,
they
were
indeed
limply
realized
ent
man's Club meets at home of Betty
has made possible an annual award of
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Winter Garden, Fla.
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Swiggett To Give
Prize Tor Sonnet

Hodges.

KA

Begins Project For Additions

To House

Alpha Alpha, local chapter of Kappa Alpha Order, has recently released
plans for a general modernization and
addition to their present house at Se-

The plans
to

list

the following improvelowering of the

the house:

and game rooms,
and front

ceiling in both living

new doors
-t.dl.li

at side

all

of

refinishing of the living room
and joining of the television and

is,

,

ter

rooms

to

in

colleges

to

be

designated each year by the committee
of judges, are invited to compete for
Sewanee seniors
he annual prize.
ire eligible to enter each year. Every
tudent who desires to enter the concst is asked to submit his poem to
the chairman of the English Departin his own college, and the chairis asked to submit to the judges
ingle entry which he or his department selects for the final competiJudges will not know what colis represented in any piece sub-

heat and crowded space.

ments

Dr, Swiggetl's intention in founding
the prize is to encourage the use of
"traditional
poetic
forma."
He has
designated the sonnet, either Petrarchan or Shakespearean, as the form to
sed for the 1957 contest,

dor students,

wanee. Among reasons for the proposed construction and expansion are
loss of

$200 for creative writing, to be known
as the Bain-Swiggett Poetry Prize.

form one large chap-

mitted.

Sonnets

Const
the hoi
suggested by contractors, calls for two
levels an
upper floor three steps
above the living room, and a lower
floor approximately eighteen inches below ground level. The room adjoin-

stairs

while the downaddition will be the new tele-

unsigned

and

.

15, 1957.

Judges of the contest are Dr.
and Dr. Harrison.
of the winning poem

iggett, Dr. Spears,

gatherings,

(Conttnued on page 4)

be

nan not later than April 1, 1957.
The department chairman is asked to
nd the selected poem to Dr. Joseph
Bryant, Jr., at Sewanee, by April

ing the living room will be used primarily for social functions and fraternity

should

should be submitted to the department
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Director Rhys Explains
Drama Situation Here
Hon

[>i\if

was a great plcusu

It

that

issue of the Purple had

some kind

to

say about our production of Mintcr Ttnhtrrln,
but since the main suggestion of your article
seems to ho that the Purple Masque has been
on the wrong track for the last ten years, may
lake up a little of your lime to point out a
I
few other ideas on this matter?

common

number

other
students, you seem to feel that Mintcr Roberts
was significantly well-attended. This, I think, is
a mistake, We did not actually take attendance
figures, but I observed the audiences carefully
on nil three nights, nnd I wns unable to persuade myself thai more than, say, twenty-three
percent of the student body saw the play the
Seminary and SMA were both very much better represented proportionally than the College
itself.
I do not deny that generol attendance
In

with

large

a

of

—

wos belter than
productions, but

has been for the

it

we need wave no

Doctor Fauntus, Shakespeare's
IV, Part I, a translation of a French play
on the Antigone story, and eighteenth-century
comic opera called The Villn«e Barber. All these
shows were attended by at least twice as many
of the students as was Mister Roberta—the Brst
two, indeed, had virtually full houses for all
three performances but they can hardly be
classed as "popular" plays.
In my position as a teacher here I am able
to form a pretty good notion of the work habits
of well over twenty percent of the student body.
Very few of that percentage will, I think, be
hurt if I suggest that not many of them work
themselves into a state of mental exhaustion,
Not often, anyway. In any case, I suggest that
the refusal to see a good play might better be
called
"intellectual
exhaustion" rather than
mental exhaustion.
On the other hand, my experience is that
most of my students are alloj;ether too sensible
to allow words like "cultural" or "highbrow"
to scure them off any activity; although I admit,

Henry

i

things

lost

five

about

flags

—

that.

You
if we

we

suggest that

better houses

get

will

continue to present "popular" plays.
I
doubts. The picture of Ihe Sewanee
student implicit not only In your present article, but in several others by divers hands which

have appeared
years,

ing for

the Purple in

in

few
exag-

the last

engaging, but perhaps a

is

gerated,

little

Green around the gills from absorbhours on end the noxious vapours of

the laboratory; bleary-eyed from further hours

study of close-printed footnotes; ond with
about a yard of writer's cramp of such severity
that he has to pay with his left hand for his
movio ticket or his few brows, this poor creature sluggers over to the Auditorium for n spot
of "relaxation," only to be fobbed off with another of those dramatic masterpieces which the
Purple Masque makes a brove (though I sny it
myself) attempt to present to a presumably litof

erate student body.

Since the Purple Masque was resuscitated after the war, the greatest successes we have had,
us

thei

afoot

recently to

make both

these

words rather dirty

my

have

fur as

m

II,,

uudience support

is

Most colleges have very large audiences for
though I know of no respectable

their pluys,

It has a great deal to do with the fact
that the plays put on by the college drama
group represent a college activity, like the
dances or the athletic events. The mere fact
that a play is being produced and acted by one's
fellow students, as a college activity, is enough
to make a student's attendance automatic
This wos, until very recently, also the case
at Sewanee.
I
think a change in attitude in
this area is what is reflected at the Purple

Masque

boxoffice.

depreciated to one five hundrel millioncth

'

HJA1.MAR SCHACHT

The mastermind behind the German economic
reforms was a little Prussian financial wizard
named Hjalmnr Horace Greeley Schacht, and
Confessions of the Old Wizard is his fascinating autobiography.
It is a book that is a bit

are entirely fascinating: the secret of the stabilized
mark; unusual portraits of Poincare,
Roosevelt, Goering; the chaos of the Nuremburg trials.
Schacht seldom laughs at himself, but he is often very funny. He soberly relates how he, a capitalistic monarchist, became
one of the founders of the German Democratic
Party, an abortive attempt to rally the leftist

little
bitter,
always unnpologetibut always, too, very interesting.
Schacht came from a proud, middle-class family in the North during the time when Bismark wns lending the German Empire through
its initial dawn of power.
He studied economics; at the turn of the century he was a Ph£>.
He became n banker.

From

the chaos of the posl-World

iod

he emerged a

the

president of the Rcichsbank,

Bank

of

political

When

Germany.

figure

War

I

and

finally

per-

the National

Hitler

came

into

power, Schacht took over as his financial expert.
For his irni.-latii.Mlih' labors he was sent
to a concentration camp by Hitler in 1944. In
1946 he was sentenced as a war criminal by an

American tribunal

The avowed
to

investigate

war
is

trials,

at

Nuremburg.

its economic expedience.
It does not claim
be an over-all historical approach to the
questions he discusses, and if we read him with-

to

in his

own frame

of reference,

deal that transcends
certainly

sections

bourgeoisie, to

of

we

find a great

those bounds.
his

There are

autobiography which

meet the threat

of

growing Com-

certainly the

this,

I

think,

is

least successful

unfortunate.

It

aspect of the

Happily, by far the greater part of the
book is an extremely lucid account— biased, to
be sure—of the economic history of Germany
between the two \
uchi

book.

Cfjc

architecture

of

Editor

about other things than himself. That he was
indeed "the old wizard" of German finances is
quite clear.
Whether or not he is right or
wrong in his heated self-defense I do not know.
"My writings and speeches have made me enemies; my life has been threatened; I have been
attacked from many angles. But results have
proved that I was right in my prophecies and
warnings, and that those who attacked me were

This is the first in a series of book reviews
by Mr. Fleming that the Purple will feature

through the year. The series will include biography, fiction, history, philosophy, and criAll books reviewed are
the University library.—Ed.

ticism.
to

new

additions

^raanrr $urplr
Matjricb Evans
Managing Editor

Thb Sbwanke Purple

is published by the
students of the University of the South,

Sewanee, Tennessee, every Wednesday ex-

of

Sewanee.

at

a

gothic

Mr. Ricks

above a few doorways, a
few windows in the library, and the cloister
between Walsh and the Library. Be thatHs it
may. he still objects to gothic architecture.
arches

the

paragraph Mr. Ricks states that
ioriuTiateiy most universities have escaped one
In

his first

I ask Mr. Ricks to look
have among the most
campuses in the country such as Duke,
Princeton, and Yale.
Duke is entirely gothic,
and no one thinks of denying its magnificence.
Princeton and Yale, both for the most part
gothic, have among the most inspiring and beau-

at the universities said to

beautiful

buildings to be seen. They both have a
few variations, but so few that they are often
unnoticeable. I next refer Mr. Ricks to such a
campus as that of Rutgers University. It is an
unplanned hodgepodge of a multitude of styles
and periods, inspiring in one no feeling but that
tiful

So much

of dizziness.

for appearances alone.

Mr. Ricks goes on to say that if a medieval
came back today, he would not build

architect

a gothic cathedral in the

modern

era.

today.

They have

which the
had no knowledge, and

inspired a spirit of

architect of the times

i

rates are 53.00 per school

semester.

The Purple was

md

matter Feb.

class

IS.

their plans.

to hold onto something which many institutions
have overlooked, and hand in hand with that
obligation is the thing which keeps reminding
us of that something the architecture which

—

it.

Mr. Ricks does speak of Sewa-

He

says that an architect of the
modern style could create a monument of her
past, present, and future with an insiiht into
spirit.
is

He

fails

to

see that in her spirit

a carrying on of the great in an-

and use that,
and her future is to keep that and use it more
and more for the betterment of her sons.
is to live

Modern architecture certainly has its place.
But Sewanee has reason and obligation to embrace the traditional gothic that

and any that we can build

a

great

Gothic

structure

is

Although Sewanee should not be

without variation in its architecture, the buildings proposed by Mr. Ricks in his absurd drawings would not reflect the spirit of Sewanee.

Although
chapel

mean

at

that

I heartily approve of a Gothic style
Sewanee, this does not necessarily
submit my tastes to plans proposed

I

by persons who only doodle
their spare moments.
But,

in architecture in

local resident said,

I suppose, as one
"Sewanee's beautiful atmos-

phere of old trees

calls for rustic architecture."

May God

bless the new and rising Oxford of
the South and her preservation of great archi-

Abbots

Scrapbooh
In the lexicon of government there is no more
grim and pertinent aphorism than Chief Justice
John Marshall's warning as early as 1819 that

the power to tax includes the power to destroy.
Indeed, this is the weapon that Karl
Marx declared was the vital one to displace the

system of free enterprise—the system on which
our nation was founded— the system which has
made us the most prosperous people of all

tial

America, adheres to. I must
remind Mr. Ricks that this is Sewanee, not just
another university. Sewanee has an obligation

nee's spirit.

in

permanently embodied. The cultural
heritage of the Episcopal church is to be found
the Oxfordian tradition that the original
architects of Sewanee attempted to reflect in
in

history.

especially, in

her past

Dick Jenness
Manager

Only

anism.

this ideal

wanee

her

Justness

Mr. Ricks has implied in his article of the
past week that Sewanee should be reconstructed into a place of glass and steel. The ideals at
Sewanee are beacons of hope in an age dominated by materialism, and its source of strength
lies in the preservation of medieval Aristoteli-

could not be expected to appreciate, were he
here today. This is the very spirit which Se-

symbolizes

Praised

Sir:

Well, of

But that architect would not be
embracing the symbolism which Sewanee endeavors to. The great centers of English worship and study most influencing our religion and
education of today were all in the gothic style,
and many of those centers stand and function

other past, her present

Bob Wricht

plans

course not.
Coafcssions of the Old Wizard is, strictly
speaking, poor biography. But it is a very good
book, I think, for what Schacht has to say

intention of his autobiography is
the injustice done him at the

and

the

to

style of architecture.

Schacht must be read on his own terms. He
writes as an economist who knows he is a very
great one and who justifies everything he does

by

cnlly biased,

Danny

In a recent issue of the Purple, Mr.

Ricks has objected

chapel here, and to the continuation of a gothic
see that it is rather difficult to continue
something when you have hardly any of it in
the first place. The only gothic works on the
campus right now are Breslin Tower. St. Luke's

war-time value, The proletariat was ruined.
Communists rioted in the cities of the
North. In the South, Adolph Hitler thumped
on tubs in the beer halls and read Nietzsche.
Fifteen years later Germany was the strongest, most solvent state in Europe.

pompous, a

Dear

fails to

By

of its

God

twothic Architecture

type

Brinley Rhy:

Confessions of the Old Wizard

— hud

the hell hath

Dear Editor:

Chapel,

Germany wns an unhappy state. The
German currency— the Reichsmark

rhij

"What

duction.

concerned, hnve

basic unit of

TAK(a)C-

plays.

by John Floirin«:

In 1923

(PiN/OUi

that presents nothing but "popular"
In my experience this large attendance
has nothing to do with the play itself, nothing
to do with the ability of the actors and nothing
to do with the quality of the direction and procollege

we do

have,

in the future.

Reasonable taxation is, of course, an essenof government; but when taxation is used

as a social regulator,

it

becomes

a

menace

When its rate is so excessive
men work month after month with all
freedom.

to

that
that

they earn going to government, it amounts almost to forced labor. It practically reduces
them for protracted periods to something akin
to involuntary servitude. It is an unwarranted
assumption that a handful of men, centered in
government, largely bureaucratic rather than
elected, can spend the proceeds of toil and labor to greater advantage than he who creates
the money. Excessive taxation can reduce free
men to serfdom, can destroy initiative, absorb
the capitalistic system, and level representative

Taxation has been the cause of more bloody
revolutions in the history of government than
any other one provocation. It precipitated our

own Revolution which

resulted in the founding of the United States of America. The Boston Tea Party is still symbolic.

General Douglas MacArthur

Clayton Farnham

in

The Freeman

sports
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Sewanee Loses Opener

To Emory

16,

Tankmen

Tiger

Lose To lech
In First Meet
By

By KIM HONEY, Purpl
stont Sports Editor
Opening the senson on a bitter note, Emory In the 167 clnss; and in the 177
John Girault, weakened by are-

down

STEWART ELLIOTT

new pool with a 61-25
The
to powerful Georgia Tech.
meet was somewhat closer than anticipated, although Tech fulfilled expectainaugurate the

THE SPORTS DESK
By

ped two firsts. Reeves captured both
middle-distance free-style events and
Browne dominated the breast-stroke.

DAVE

Race for Basketball
A

tight

to

be in the

intramural

basketball

race appears

future for the
competition following the first week ot
appears
league
Overall,
the
play.
stronger this year than last, as several
close

ings

games attested.
must be given

Delts,
last

and SAEs

week

But

Rex Theatre
15,

1

DIANE

-

18

Saturday, January 19

LAST OF DESPERADOES

,

7:30

2
2

7:30

ATO—Theolog

7:30

Mc- Meet
123— Rumble

over Sonny

3:30

PGD—SAE

1

1

4:30

KA— KS

of

(E) over Porter (S)
1st round (Fall)
147-Goldsteln (E) over Craig (S)-

spite

In

of

a

brilliant

time

down

deficit,

the

—

Sewanee Tigers wont

to defeat before a talented

squad

2:11 1st round

from Transylvania Friday night, Jan,
12.

The

final score

was

3:30 Independent^-SN

2
2

4:30

CLARAMONT
See here, see here, oh Clara dear, My checkbook is depleated.
Nevertheless my stomach says, One of your steaks is nefeast this day,
So consider this humble verse I pray, And^grant that I
tmosphere that only
delicious and fine, In
n, one of your steaks
i

Ralph Kenneth Doughty

—
—

but

rfth

Transylvania's

outstanding

THE MOTOR MART

j

four

Sri

REBEL
CAFETERIA
OPEN 24 HOURS
EVERY DAY

with 16.
Floi
topped Transylvania with 15.

dividual

FORD

SALKS

scoring

Mo

:,

Tennessee

McDowell Greenhouse
and Florist
Plants and Gifts

1

For

7:30
8:30

PDT—KA
DTD—Theolog

3:30

PGD— BTP

4:30

SAE—SN

7:30

Theolog— BTP

8:30

KS— Independent

all

Cut Flowers

-

With Larry Isacksen
slight slump to score 36

points, the

Tigers defeated Southwestern at Memphis Saturday night by a 70-67 score.
The Sewanee captain scored seven in
the last three minutes as the Tigers
overcame a 67-63 deficit to gain the

TUBBY'S
Bar-B-Q

Lynx star Billy Young's 31 markhad paced Southwestern to their
lead after Sewanee led 38-34 at the

SOCCER TEAM PRACTICES—Clayton

Farnham, Jerry Hall, and Mike

lachy battle for the soccer ball.

'

MONTEAGLE

THE NEXT TIME
ASK FOR

Bntesitg ©range

win.
ers

Tiger

victory

Corsages - Pot

Wire Flowers Anywhere
Phone 2882 Anytime

4

Tigers Beat Lynx
By 70-67 Score

rated Southwestern
record at 3-6.

Occasions

Winchester, Tennessee

BTP— ATO
Monday, February

The

TENNESSEE

over Leo-

—
—

Sparked by the magnificent rebounding January 16 Chnttnnoogn, away
and shooting of Dick Dezell, Larry January 18 Auburn, here
February 13 Chattanooga, hero
Heppes, and Jack Moore, the Tigi
February 16 Maryville, away
outscored the visitors 28 to 11 to
February 22 and 23—S. E. C. Tournaahead by one with six minutes to pi,
ment— Auburn, Alabnma
The lead switched hands scvernl tim

"The green spot that hits the spot"
The Mountain's Favorite Drink

half,

CLARA AND TOM SHOEMATE

(S)

Schedule:

Wednesday, February 6

Claramont is so outstanding—for excellent food, rapid service and a
words
pleasant atmosphere— that the Purple Advertising Staff cannot find
week s advertiseto describe it.
If you can find the words, write next
ment yourself and submit it to the cashier at Claramont before midnight
Miss
one
of
win
you
for
use,
selected
is
advertisement
Saturday. If your
Clara's famous steak dinners.

(Fall)

Heavyweight— Young
nard—7-3 (Decision)

61-58.

The game was the most exciting of
the season for the last twenty minutes.

Tuesday, February 5

WIN A STEAK DINNER

(Decision)

7-2,

157— Breck (S) over McCord (E)8-2 (Decision)
167— Miles (E) over Sellings (S)
:42 2nd round (Fnll)
177-Knlght (E) over Girault (S)-

second-half

comeback to overcome a 16-point half-

Sunday, February 3

2

Independent

BROOKS & CO.

(S)-

(S)—5:1

Ren

— :45

We

DTD

P. S.

over

(E)

137— Ackermnn

Transylvania
Takes Victory

Saturday, February 2

1

20, 21

(E) over Harris

2nd round (Fall)

8:30 Independent—PDT
1

1

1

to

16

r

Friday, February

1

PGD

class

KS—BTP

ATO—SAE
SN—DTD

HIGH SOCIETY

MONTEAGLE

Jan

8:30

L

SCARLET COAT
Sunday, Monday, Jan.

full

Calendar

2

Theolog
17,

HOT CARS

decision

8:30 Independent—Theologs
Thursday, January 17

1
-

members

around for the

stick

Jfntramaral

favorite rat-

the KAs, Phi
went undefeated
some tough oppo-

W
KS
PDT
SAE
ATO
BTP
SN

team

to

Standings:

KA

Tuesday, Wednesday, Jan.

Ned Harris of
pound class whs

guard, Lee Rose, iced the game
two quick jump shots.
years here. To this observer's mind,
The Sewanee surge followed a first
the problem of "transferitis" is the most
half in
which the Tigers appeared
acute of all that face the Sewanee
sluggish and slow. Rose and hia run
Athletic Department.
ning mate Al Prewitt completely domi
nated play on both offense and defense
The victory put Transylvania's sea
son record at 9-4. Heppes led the inthe

as all

against

Sewanee, Tennessee

Mrs. Baker, Proprietor

Thursday, Friday, Jan.

PDT Lead

KA, KS,

in the heavyweight
a decision.

Although the score was discouraging
Sewanee, the loam showed spots of
irent wrestling and with a little work
hould win several meets this season.
t
was encouraging to note that two
reshmen gained wins, and veterans

(Decision)

that will require that the

BAKER'S CAFE

in

130—Sears

—

55.5

relay—Sewanee

123

Bart

off

for

Cord and Sewanee racked up 3 points.
Bill Stallings fell before Paul Miles of

on the Tigers, ought to be patented non is most easily observed in such an
and used more frequently we need aggregation as the New York Yankees,
who seem to be able to summon up
more games like that.
The general subject of inspiration "the spirit of champions" almost at
Perhaps, as the Purple team
and athletics is a fascinating one. Why will.
does a team occasionally become uni- grows in experience, some of the same
Scott (S)
freestyle—Charles
(GT), versally animated with a species of ability will be developed. But, to
100-yard
Baumgartner (GT) and Veal (S) (tie); holy fervor, perhaps within the space keep harping on a familiar subject,

freestyle

the

could not fight

Max Young
Sewanee provided some thrills for
crowd as ho overpowered Bob

Leonard

Emory

Purple Sport
rts Editor

50-yard freestyle— Veal (S), Wiggins
(GT), Samson (S); 25,0 sec.
(GT),
200-yard butterfly—Browne
Langley (GT), Nichols (S); 2:37.5
Diving—Ballard (GT), Moore (GT),

400-yard

in

decisive

a

—

(S); 2:39.2

the

)

I was profoundly impressed, thrilled, of a few minutes, and completely overThe Tigers showed a good deal of and excited by the brilliant second- shadow previous play? The question is
promise in their first meet. They now half play of our Tigers against Tran- undoubtedly complex and subtle. But
have more than two weeks to prepare sylvania. Their tremendous scoring [ think that in part it depends on the
31st with surge fully demonstrated the kind of degree to which the players are acfor their next meet, Jan.
Vanderbilt.
basketball they are capable of playing quainted with one another's moods and
when sufficiently aroused. The inspired styles of play, the evolution of a harResults:
440-yard medley relay GT (Laird, rebounding and shooting of Dick De- mony in which the members of the
was particularly gratifying, and I team work most completely as a unit.
zel!
Moore, Wynn, Lee); 4:42
(GT) only wish he could demonstrate this The result of such a harmony is the
220-yard
freestyle—Reeves
Cleveland (S), Baumgartner (GT). 2: kind of play for a full game some time. swifter communication of the inspiraWhatever it was that brought the fit tion mentioned above. This phenome21.8

(Moorefield, Samson, Cleveland, Veal)

if

the

mch ns Girault, Ren, Stallings, nnd
Porter should fare better in future
ed in the 130 pound class. The fastest
match of the day saw Jim Porter pin- matches.
Summary:
ned by Elliott Askermnn of Emory in
Exhibitions
45 seconds of the first round. Harvey
Wilson (E) over Gillllnnd (S)—2:45
Goldstein of Emory proved to be too
2nd
round
(Fall)
much for Bill Craig and he was dcSones (E) over Wilkes (S)— 1:022nd
cisioned.
round (Fnll)
The score stood at 16 to before SeMoore (E) over Bush (S)—2:50 1st
wanee mannged to break into the win
round (Fall)
column. Freshman Todd Breck scored

;

—3:53.

illness,

At- Knight and was pinned.

by Charles Rumble.
Cnptnln
Kent Rea fought hard, but did not
have enough points and was decision-

(third in the 200

200-yard backstrok e—Van Leer
(GT), Moore (GT), Brown (S); 2:39.3
440-yard freestyle—R e e v e s (GT),
Cleveland (S), Lee (GT); 5:26.5
200-yard orthodox breast stroke
Browne (GT), Moore (GT), Nichols

the

nt

pinned

For the Tigers, Tony Veal won the
50-yard free-style event and anchored
Sewanee's victorious 400-yard freeOther Purple scorstyle relay team.
Jay Cleveland (second in
ers were:
Bruce
both 220 and 440 freestyle)
Samson (third in the 50-yard freeNichols

power,

their

of

the regular meet,

In

Sewanee

program.

Bill

very strong

team swept through the exhibition
matches winning nil three by falls.

tions by taking most of the first places,
winning eight of the ten events on the

;

defent before a

Showing

loss

orthodox and butterfly breast stroke);
Fred Brown (third in the 200-yard
backstroke); and Jim Scott (third in
Veal's tie for second in the
diving).
100 yard free-style gave him Sewanee
scoring honors for the evening.
For Tech, the outstanding swimmers

to

team from Emory University
lanta, 26 to 6, on January 12
Ormond Simkins Gymnasium.

v\n overflow crowd saw the Sewanee
swimmers open their 1957 season and

style)

Wrestlers

Are Only Tiger Winners
As Atlantans Sweep Match To Win 26-6
Breck, Voting

over

team

a highly
put their

The tluiumity Dairy

i

sewanhk

hi;

January

kim.i:,

i'i

u, 1957

V-C Maintains
Water no Sweat

Pic of Flicks
By

JOHN FLEMING

(Continued from page

to

be pitied than censured. The direc.
has done an excellent job of re-

be

tion

told.

upon

carting a suitcase full of one shirt
lands

of hand-grenades.

at

pond on
only about

built the first

the

Finding

SIL'liil

cost

it

of

successful, he began

looking for a spot where a relatively
short dam could successfully hold back
a great deal of water.
He found the
spot, procured the money, and with the
help of the forestry department built

Lake

O'Donnell
£4500.

stead

It

of

at the cost of only
within a month, inexpected three months.

filled

the

However, the decaying vegetable matter in the bottom of the lake produced
an organic acid which kept the iron in
solution preventing it from settling,
The Tennessee State Board of Health
advised them that it would probably

and

Just

He

farm

the

along or whatever. The (lick ostensibly
both. Into this historical milieu hunch'
centers about a slice of feminine life,
Robert Mitchum, plagued by enni
another chapter in the epic of the bat-

The women take arms

experiment

his

rate sides.

Here's the background.

1.

the sexes.

to

theory of finding a suitable
place with a shale base and conglome-

—

tle of

McCrady decided

Dr.

There were some bad men called the
Rp()ularen who used to run Mexico. The
Straining the comedy talents of the feRegulareB all looked like apes and rode
male leads and presenting us instead
on flat-cars and shot the Poor Peaswith a documentary about a real
ants with galling guns.
There were
Bangln cowboy.
In spite of its a:
some nice men called Revolutionists
pretensions and its vapid dialogue,
bio
the
the
becomes humorous occasionally and
ReflU lares were on because they loved
even interesting. Then JefT Richards
the Poor Peasants. The Revolutionists
pulls out his trusty guitar, whining
cither smoked cigarillos or made love
something about Utile doggies getting
to Ursula Thiess.
A few of them did
tor

1)

the Mountain.
Amidst cries of "It'll
never work; remember Guerry's tank,"

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, 21: Robert Mitchum, Ursula Thiess,
Jan. 16, 17, and 18: The Opposite Sc: Gilbert Roland, and Zachary Scottstrul
(June Allyson, Joan Collins, Dolores and fret their hour and thirty-one
Baiulitlo. Only now can the
Gray, Ann Sheridan, Ann Miller, Les- minutes in
truth about the 1016 Mexican Revolulie Nielsen, and JcfT Richards) is mon

for

working in a few
kicks, he joins the Revolution.
a coup for the Revolutionists, besome- sangin by Jefl Richards. It's sort
jse be is very good indeed at blowof a LyMstratu for little people,
up trains. Then, in a sequence
Owl Flick: The combined effort of that is pure chemistry, he meets Ur-

tion

infallible
gentlemen ula, who oozes alternately viscid sex
K. Chesterton and Alec Guin- nnd righteous indignation at her husd's pro-Regular leanings.
Zachary
to be good. And The Detective, a cinema version of one of the Scott whimpers; Ursula pants passiontcly; Gilbert Roland arches his eyeFather Brown stories, is. Guinness

wells were dug. One of these was an
excellent produ ser, one mediocre, and
the third poor.
When the disastrous

against

men,

the

wash

itself

out in a year.

marriages, divorces, trips to Reno, and

rose to 179,000 gallons per day, one
and one half times the capacity of the

;

two

tank.

ness

is

bound

plays a priest

who

can prosecute with

equal celebrity the tenets of Sherlock

brow

significantly;

asual

type,

and

To

alleviate

the lake water

artistically

like G,

V-G

Addresses Group

(Continued from page

until

this

year,

the

new

Vice-

'residents

1)

elements

do not allow the active
Holmes and Atoysious Gonzaga J, More fun,
of that,
Edgar Hoover with a biretta. FlnmSunday nnd Tuesday, Jan. 20 and 22:
McCrodv Speaks
benu, this pure snow Frenchy-type The beat people can get into the worst
lans go through, there will be a conjewel thief, purloins the padre's pre- flicks. Take for example Toward the
Dr. McCrady discussed the historical
own, starring William Holdcn, position of college presidents. It seems
cious parcel, a Celtic cross that some
bout twenty-five or thirty people, inEuropean universiChurch of England boys left around Lloyd Nolan, and Viriginia Leigh. It
luding a dozen or more college presiire so old and so
back in the Fourth Century. The manitirely
wretched. Not seriously
dents and their wives, representatives
of-many-faces guy carries it off to his handicapped by its lack of a plot, it adequate that money problems are
tncern of the president, of the Association of American Colchateau where he deposits it with his
es on for a couple of hours sugall relatively young, have leges, and perhaps some people from
continental cars and his extremely Ivy gesting that the Air Force is great.
naturally turned over the problem of the foundations which will sponsor the
scarves. Much fun later, ole Flumbeau That's all. Holden plays a brainwashed
nference.
fund-raising to the heads of the int-pilot who is trying to get back
finally sees he's up against a popish
This is true even of the govplot and tosses in his soul. It's great.
the game. Virginia tries to dissuade
upported universities, where
him.
The Air Forces tries to dissaude the presidents must struggle with
Saturday and Monday, Jan. 19 and
He looks up at the blue, spots a politicians for appropriations. Theviceanient vapor trail, and gives us to chancellor at Oxford has merely "to
ign a few papers." His office, largely
that we are well defended. This
See
>ne of pontificating, does not interfere
omes all obstacles. No.

—

shortage

usable, three

Chancellor was confronted with the
were not forced to discuss problem of whether to wait a year,
roney but rather were able to read gambling on the possibility the lake
ould clear up enough to necessitate
nd discuss their problems. The group
ily the less expensive filter costing
hopes to have more conferences.
If
$20,000 or to go ahead and have a $60,-

Mitchum, the

throws another grenade.

the

was

filtering
plant put in.
At the
height of the water shortage, Dr. McCrady decided not to risk reoccurence
f this and contracted a firm to install
plant including flocculation, sedimen-

000

ition, filtration, and chlorination. Conduction is expected to begin this
pring and to be completed for September usage.

MONTEAGLE

Hurry Stoeves

Most,

for a collection

if

not

academic life.
of the heads of Ox-

all,

his

DINER

ford Colleges teach courses.

Oldham Threatre

of elegance

i

McCrady

Dr.

in

with

significantly

qentlemem appare,

Poir

which

tivitics

I

Out

pointed

out
thinks

he

esidents should participate

several

Bottle Beer

college

in.

They

keep in touch with their fields
attending professional meetings at
/
ast once a year. Travel time (when
iere is no telephone around) is very
duable for reading and writing. It is
good idea to teach a course, usually
the afternoon, so that it may be

Fine Food

lould

from

THE ANIMAL WORLD
Saturday, January 19

BLACK JACK KETCHUM
DESPERADO

and

Sun.. Mon., Tues., Jan., 20, 21, 22

KW

{GENTLEMEN'S
JAPPAREl OF QUALITY

D-DAY. SIXTH OF JUNE
Stage Show, Wednesday, January 23-

ERNEST TUBB AND HIS TEXAS

|

TROUBADOURS

shifted

isily

president
sion

is

clubs

Room

from

unable
like

days

the

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Thomas

when

the
Discus-

to attend.

Senior

Common

at Oxford (the E. Q. B. of Oxare very stimulating.
The endiscuss everything under

ford)

Reasonable Rates

IT'S

FOR REAL!

by Chester

Field

faculty

tire

and hear each other's viewi;
keeps up a sort of faculty educa-

the sun,

UNIVERSITY SUPPLY STURE
School Supplies — Drugs — Cigarettes — Tobacco
Pipes — Candies — Meats — Groceries — Soda Shop

this

:

t

the

the

i

FASHION

j

Fund

at

Pufiwnsh Reports

Part of the program was a panel ot
residents who attended the confernce at Pugwash, Nova Scotia, last

ummer.

"ZuetUftlOnCf,

fa

the Studenl"

They discussed the purposes
nd content of education. The confernce was especially successful as the

KA

SEWANEE UNION

leading

wing

have an external stairway
the ground.
This entire
add about two thousand feet
house and will be fin-

to

will

to the present

ished with the

For-

Sandwiches

Forrest

Drinks
And

Those Between Class Gatherings

To

room and general lounge for the
brothers.
All windows will continue
(be storm window pattern, and the too
will

same type of cut

Philson,

stone.

chairman of the
ipaign.
the
which he hopes
an be obtained in large part from
lumni who are being contacted. Sevral letters and a brochure have been
nailed, and the chapter is optimistic
nth regard to the successful comple!

Of

I

;

plai

has necklines on

New York

has the waist shoulder-high,

There's nothing like fashion

1)

vision

floor

SANDWICH SHOP

"'Paris

Remodels

(Continued from page

He

cool off your passion!"

laughed

P.S. Male knees

in

.

.

.

'til

he thought he would die!

Bermuda

shorts can be pretty funny too!

Fat or slender, either gender,

if

you

like your pleasure BIG,
enjoy the real full flavor, the
real satisfaction of a Chesterfield.
Packed more smoothly by
Accu-Ray, it's the smoothest

tasting

Smoke
*5
Ki'

smoke today.

for real

. .

.

smoke Chesterfield

of * verX,P hilo,0 P hical verae iccepted tor

!

